This paper hierarchically constructs a hybrid mesutree clock network structure consisting of overlying zero-skew clock meshes, with underlying zero-skew clock trees originating from the mesh nodes. We propose a mesh construction procedure, which guarantees Zero skew under the Elmore delay model, using a simple and eficient linear programming formulation.
Introduction
Clock distribution has become an increasingly challenging problem for VLSI designs, and careful design of clock networks is essential in high-performance circuits. The most common objectives of clock network design are to ensure near-zero skew, sharp edges and the optimal use of routing resources. In addition, it is also important to reduce the total propagation delay through the network.
Traditionally, clock networks have been designed as tree structures since these are considered to be easier to optimize, and various algorithms 12,171 for constructing zero-skew clock trees under the Elmore delay metric have been explored in the past. Several delaylskew minimization techniques [8, 91 and the wire width optimization techniques [12, 131 have been proposed. As compared to tree structures, clock meshes are known to potentially yield better performance, but are seldom used since the reliable optimization of meshes is considered to be a difficult problem. Clock mesh techniques have been used before, for example, in [5] and [14] , but unlike ow approach, are most commonly used at the lowest level.
In this paper, we develop a novel technique that describes how some classes of mesh can be optimized very easily for zero skew using a simple linear-programming based formulation. An important property of our algorithm is that, like Tsay's method [171, it works in a bottom-up fashion in constructing the clock network, solving a computationally inexpensive subproblem at each intermediate step. An additional feature of this work is that it can be extended very easily to build clock trees with prespecified nonzero skews for cases when deliberate skews are used in the clock network for cycle borrowing [6].
Zero-skew To blend the advantages of meshes and trees, we propose a hybrid meSWtree structure that is guaranteed to have zero skew under the Elmore delay metric, and further optimize this structure to a target transition time and small non-zero skew under a higher order delay model. One example of our structured topology is a "one-level mesh" consisting of a global mesh feeding local trees, as shown in Fig. 1 . This work has been inspired by a similar idea of using a topology that is intermedate to the two extremes of full trees and full meshes in [lS, 161 for designing reliable power/ground networks.
In desigtllng clock trees, "zero skew" is something of a misnomer [13] , since routing constraints and process variations make non-zero skew inevitable, so that a more realistic objective is to construct reliable low-skew clock networks. For our constructed meSWtree structure, a hierarchical simulator (HPRIMA) similar to [16] is used to find the higher order propagation delays and transition times at the clock pins. A reduced order modeling approach based on HPRTMA is also employed in calculating the adjoint sensitivities of delays, as well as of skew and transition time with respect to all the wire widths to guide our TILOS-like [7] heuristic wire width optimization for meeting more stringent skew and transition time constraints.
Zero-skew mesh construction
Our proposed clock network has a structure of overlying mesh with local trees rooted on the mesh, as shown in Fig. 1 . Given a set of sinks, the construction is in a two-step bottom-up manner:
construct the underlying zero-skew trees; and construct the overlying zero-skew mesh. We will not focus on step (i). since the zero-skew trees can be constructed using any of the conventional clock routing algorithms. Once these trees have been built, step (ii) requires the total delay and downstream capacitance for each such tree.
For a one-level meswtree structure, we divide the sinks into four groups and build four trees, one for each group. Multi-level meshes can be built in a similar bottom-up way as the construction of the trees: at each level, each node in the i* level mesh is connected to a tree whose sink nodes are (i-l)* or lower level meshes.
We will now illustrate the construction of a one-level zeroskew mesh shown in Fig. 2 , consisting of the set of segments S = {ab, bc, CG?, ad, as, bs, cs, ds}. We assume that the four underlying trees have been built and that they are rooted at nodes a,' 6 , c and d Tree k has a delay of Ak and a downstream capacitor CDk, where k = a, b, c and d. In our implementation, the ( x y ) coordinates of the tapping point s of the mesh are chosen as the mean of corresponding coordinates of the four roots, but the succeeding derivation does not depend on this assumption. Corresponding to matrices A and B, we also split @ into the upper half vector [wab wh wcd wadlTand the lower half vector [w, wbs wcs wJ. We can,then rewrite the equation as To achieve zero-skew, equation (9) 
where wd, wbc, wed and wad are the decision variables for this problem, "*" refers to the dot product of two vectors, and Gand it,, are the lower-bounds and upper-bounds for wire widths which are positive technology dependent parameters. We note that the size of the linear program, in terms of both the number of variables and the number of constraints, is very small, so that its solution can be found very easily. In order for the linear program to have a feasible solution, we now examine equation (6). We can always choose the target delay D such that each entry (&(D), i = a, b, c and d) in matrix B is positive. A direct observation is that to make w, -wh greater than wmin, we can make the diagonal entries in B smaller by either decreasing D or elongating lis, i = a, b, c and d. We still need to ensure that wab, Wbc, Wcd and wad lie above w-. Since the minimum wire width restriction is a hard limit imposed by the technology, we use a necessary condition to enforce this limit. It can be shown after some algebra, based on the facts that B is a diagonal positive definite matrix and that every entry in C is greater than zero, that the following is a necessary condition to ensure that the wire width does not violate the minimum width requirements:
When any entry in matrix A is positive, it is possible to violate condition (13) and send the solution outside the feasible region. In such a situation, if we manage to make the LHS of (13) smaller and the RHS of (13) larger, we will be able to draw the optimal solution back to the feasible region. This may be achieved through a wire elongation heuristic, which is stated as follows. Whenever there is a negative entry aij (2, J = valid combinations of a, b, c or d) in matrix A, elongate the wire length E, to make the LHS of (13) smaller and elongate the wire length lis to the corresponding entry in matrix B larger. Notice here that when we elongate lij, another entry in matrix A is also decreased, which makes this entry more negative, and therefore does not affect the feasibility of the corresponding constraint.
After wire elongation, if the linear programming solver still cannot find an optimal solution, it means that our target delay D has been chosen to be too strict. We must then relax the target delay to a reasonable value. Our linear-programming based zero-skew mesh construction algorithm is as follows: 
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Area Num CPU Time (11) and (12). If the solver finds an optimal solution for wab, Wbc, wCd and wd, calculate was-wds using (9), connect the tapping point to the clock driver and exit; else go to step 2. Relax the target delay D and go back to step 2.
Fast analysis and heuristic optimization
The mesh/tree clock network constructed using the above R4 11903 R5 13101 algorithm assumes minimum wire width for the underlying zeroskew trees. We realize that the transition time, defined by the delays between 10% of Vdd and 90% of Vdd, is another important factor that affects the performance of the clock network. It determines the maximum clock frequency of the chip. In our work, this is achieved by simultaneous buffer insertion and wire widening optimization. A heuristic optimization procedure that increases the wire width with the largest transition time reduction while maintaining the worst-case skew within a small constraint is developed. This procedure is similar to the TILOS heuristic [7] for transistor sizing. Due to the wellknbwn limitations of the Elmore delay model, we use a core timing calculator based on a higher order model. The transition time and skew optimization is especially crucial for deep submicron networks to work reliably. For the meSWtree model, the analysis can be performed using a hierarchical model reduction and simulation method similar to the procedure in [16] .
To calculate the delay sensitivities and the skew sensitivities, the conventional adjoint sensitivity analysis is first applied to calculate the partial derivatives of voltages with respect to all the wire widths in the network. Using the formula described in [4] , the delay sensitivity of sink i with respect to wire width wpq can be computed as The same method can be used to compute ao,ldvp,. From these, we obtain the skew sensitivity as well as the transition time sensitivity.
In each iteration of the heuristic optimization, if the worstcase skew between sink i and j is greater than the skew constraint, the wire width with the most negative 2, positive %or negative 2 with its absolute value smaller than is bumped up with a small factor (~1.1). Otherwise, the wire width with the most negative is bumped up. If no negative skew or transition time sensitivity exists at certain iteration, increasing any of the wire widths will increase the skew or the transition time, which means this network cannot be optimized any further by wire widening only.
Experimental results
We have applied our clock network design scheme to the five benchmark examples in [17] under the 0.18micron technology. For the experiments, we scaled the wire widths while maintaining the same sink load capacitances under the assumption that under scaling theory, for a fixed area, the reduction in the feature size cancels the increase of the number of capacitive loads. Both the mesWtree construction algorithm and heuristic simultaneous buffer insertion and wire width optimization procedure have been implemented using C++. All of the experiments are performed on Sun Ultra-60 workstations. We use Tsay's [17] zero-skew algorithm to construct the underlying buffered trees. Buffers are inserted while merging the two sub-trees. This creates a buffered binary tree for each case.
A one-level mesh constructed using our linear program-ing based algorithm then connects the four underlying trees. We also constructed the full tree structure with the same total number of buffers for comparison. Table I shows the performance of our zero-skew mesh/tree structures and the comparison with the full tree results using Tsay's method. The propagation delay and transition time have been reduced by an average of 10% and 15% respectively. Under the Elmore delay metric, the skew of each example is zero, by construction. We further observed the actual delays and skews using the HPRIMA simulator and these are listed in the 'Trop Delay" and "Skew" columns in Table I .
The transition time is listed in the "Tran time" column. The CPU times are shown in the column of "CPU Time" and it is seen to be fast for all these examples. The total wire area for the topmost structure is listed. 
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Table II shows the wire width optimization results. Total number of iteration is listed in the "Num of Itr" column. It can be seen that after optimization, the propagation delay and the transition time of all the networks are both efficiently reduced while the maximum skew is within 3ps. Table N shows the comparison of our hybrid structure with the IBM structure discussed in [14] . A total of 64(8x8) uniformly distributed sinks is generated, with the load capacitance ranging from 31fF to 67fF in R6 and from 35fF to 430fF in R7. Connecting all the leaf nodes of the pure tree structure into a full 8x8 mesh generates the IBM structure. The upper level tree is optimized such that both structures have almost the same total wire area. The same clock driver is applied to both structures and HSPICE simulation is performed. From
Hybrid structure the two small examples, we can see that the hybrid structure shows better performance than the IBM structure.
Conclusion
This paper has proposed a versatile procedure for building hybrid meSWtree clock networks. The theoretical foundation laid down in this work may lead to further developments that make it easier to build mesh-based zero-skew clock structures.
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